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1 Introduction

The Semantic Web can be thought of as one large “universal”
RDF graph distributed across many Web pages. Since the
graph is an unwieldy view, we usually work with online RDF
documents. This is natural and appropriate for most tasks
but still too coarse for tracking the provenance of an RDF
graph, which requires finding knowledge sources supporting
the target graph. Supporting facts are typically partial – i.e.,
a source contains only a sub-graph of the target.

The graphG1 in Figure 1 is partially supported by two
sources, i.e., graphsG2 (containingt3, t4, t5 together) and
G3 (containingt1). Tracking its provenance at a sub-graph
level yields better “recall” because there may be no single
RDF documentor Named graph[Carroll et al., 2004] which
derivesG1. Triple level simply fails when the target graph
has blank nodes. For example,G4 will be wrongly thought to
supportG1 by containingt3. This is because a triple only pre-
serves theexistential semanticsbut ignores the consequence
of triples being bounded by virtue of sharing the same blank
node. None of these approaches can both find all supporting
sources likeG2, G3, and reject irrelevant sources likeG4.

Figure 1: Target RDF graphG1 has five triples asserting that a
thing with URI http://umbc.edu/dingand name‘Li Ding’ knows a
thing with name‘Tim Finin’ and mbox‘mailto:finin@umbc.edu’.

As shown in Figure 2, we define an intermediate decompo-
sition for RDF graphs into sets of “molecules”, each of which
is a connected sub-graph of the original. The molecules are

the “finest” in that they cannot be further decomposed without
loss of information. The decomposition is “lossless” in that
a graph’s molecules can be recombined to yield the original
graph (without introducing new triples) even if their blank
nodes’ IDs are “standardized apart”.

Figure 2:Various levels of granularity of the Semantic Web.

2 RDF Molecule and Lossless Decomposition

The semantics of blank nodes in RDF graphs has been studied
in different application contexts, including F-logic inference
[Yang and Kifer, 2003], signing entire graphs[Carroll, 2003]
and minimal self-contained graphs[Tummarelloet al., 2005],
tracking changes of graphs[Berners-Lee and Connolly, 2004]
and definitions of resources[Stickler, 2005], and tracking
knowledge provenance[Ding et al., 2005]. Most approaches
simply group triples which share the same blank node recur-
sively, so as to preserve the existential and the binding se-
mantics of blank node. Some also discusses the use of in-
verse functional properties and additional inference. We have
formalized the definitions of alossless RDF graph decompo-
sitionand anRDF moleculeand have investigated three types
of decomposition strategies.1

A lossless RDF graph decompositionhas three elements
(W,d, m): the background ontologyW , thedecomposeop-
erationd(G,W ) which breaks an RDF graphG into sub-
graphsĜ = {G1, G2, ..., Gn} usingW , and themergeoper-
ationm(Ĝ, W ) which combines all̂G’s elements into a uni-
fied RDF graphG′ usingW . A lossless decomposition must

1Details is available in a technical report[Ding et al., 2005].



satisfy thatfor any RDF graphG, G = m(d(G,W ),W ). Ĝ
is apartition of G if its elements are disjoint.

RDF moleculesresult from decomposing an RDF graph
G into the finest, lossless sub-graphs according to a lossless
decomposition(W,d, m). A sub-graph islosslessif it can
be used to restore the original graph without introducing new
triples, and it is thefinestif it cannot be further decomposed
into lossless sub-graphs.

A Naive decompositiondecomposes an RDF graph with-
out using any background ontologies. It is essentially com-
puting connected components using only arcs connecting two
blank nodes. It produces a partition with well-known time
complexity – approximately O(V+E) for an RDF graph with
V nodes and E arcs. This approach produces two molecules
for G1 in Figure 1: (t1) and (t2,t3,t4,t5).

A Functional decomposition refines the result of a
naive decomposition using functional dependencies as-
serted by the background ontologies. Inference which
is supported by owl:InverseFunctionalProperty (IFP),
owl:FunctionalProperty(FP), and OWL’s same-as semantics
can be used to label blank nodes with corresponding peers’
URIs. Pre-inference in the background ontology can prop-
agate them viaowl:inverseOfand rdfs:subPropertyOf. For
example, whenfoaf:mboxis declared as an IFP, this approach
produces four molecules for G1 in Figure 1: (t1), (t2,t5),
(t3,t5), and (t4,t5).

Heuristic decompositionstudies blank nodes which can
be uniquely identified by a set of properties acting like a ‘key’
in database literature. Whenfoaf:firstNameandfoaf:surname
together are used as a key according to the background on-
tologies, this approach produced three molecules for G1 in
Figure 1: (t1), (t2,t3,t4), and (t3,t4,t5).

3 Current Status and Future Work
While the RDF molecule concept and the naive decom-
position have been described independently by several re-
searchers[Stickler, 2005; Tummarelloet al., 2005; Dinget
al., 2005], our formulation is more comprehensive. This
work also differs from ontology partition[Grauet al., 2005;
Stuckenschmidt and Klein, 2004] in that it focus on finer de-
composition dealing with the semantics of blank node but not
the semantic dependencies among classes and properties.

We have implemented an RDF graph provenance service
using the Swoogle[Ding et al., 2004] search engine for
tracking the provenance of integrated FOAF2 profiles. It is
motivated by the fact that provenance knowledge is usually
needed before or after logical inference. Currently Swoogle
has collected about 500K RDF documents from the Web and
built a triple store with approximately 50M triples. For those
RDF documents intended as ontologies, blank nodes are com-
mon due to the use ofowl:Restrictionandowl:Union. For ex-
ample, the Inference Web ontology3 contains 684 triples and
decomposes into 349 one-triple molecules, and 78 molecules
with four to eleven triples.

We also studied two specialized RDF collections (i.e.
RSS files and FOAF files) that reveal interesting decompo-

2see http://foaf-project.org
3See http://inferenceWeb.stanford.edu/2004/07/iw.owl.

sition patterns. RSS files share a typical decomposition pat-
tern – many one-triple molecules and only one multi-triple
molecule, which is the instance ofrss:items linking to a
rdf:sequenceof rss:iteminstances. FOAF files have various
decomposition patterns since the FOAF ontology defined sev-
eral IFPs. Some might worry about the complexity of enu-
merating all molecules; but it is necessary for 100% recall
rate. Usually the number of generated molecules is less than
the number of triples, and exceptions exist.

Our current work encompasses three areas: expanding the
notion of decomposition to include heuristic grounding using
Semantic Web compatible rule language like SWRL, explor-
ing the utility of molecular decomposition for Semantic Web
based hypothesis test, and integrating the molecular view into
Inference Web[McGuinness and Pinheiro da Silva, 2004] to
strengthen proofs using additional knowledge sources.
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